Patio Oven 3.2
You’ll find the Patio Oven 3.2 perfect for Sunday night with the family.
Roast a chicken, bake some bread, or grill some veggies and enjoy your dinner on the patio.

Free-Standing Base
Place your patio oven on the
optional free-standing base to
extend your outdoor kitchen
without taking up valuable
counter space.

Counter Top Oven

Rolling Table
The optional stainless steel
multi-purpose table offers
additional counter and storage
space for outdoor food
preparation.

Features
Ready in 20 minutes

Cook in compact spaces

Ideal cooking surface

The stainless steel baffle and

The cooking shelf in front of

Our ovens use multiple layers of

a thick layer of ceramic fiber

the oven door gives you space

Italian made fire bricks to form

insulation retain the heat in

to organize and check the

the floor of the oven. These

the oven. Simply start the fire

progress of your meal.

bricks are essential for crispy

and you’ll be cooking in about

pizza or crusty loaves of bread.

20 minutes.
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Dimensions
OPENING

OPENING

17⅜" x 8⅛ "

21⅜"
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79½"

2"
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6⅞"
26¾"

34"

36⅛"

34"

26¾"
36⅛"

Installation

Specifications

•

The oven ships ready to be installed outdoors, including the chimney
and cap.

Fuel ..............................................Wood
Heat Up Time ..............................20 min

•

The oven may be installed in a 3-season porch with the addition of a
chimney adapter kit and additional chimney pipe. *

•

Counter top ovens may be installed on non-combustible surface using
the feet included with the unit.

Oven Temp ...................................Up to 750 F**
Weight Counter Top .....................220 lbs.
Weight Freestanding ...................374 lbs.

•

Ember protection: A non-combustible floor is required in front of the
oven equal to the width of the oven and extending 18” in front of the
oven opening.*

•

Burn only natural firewood (known as cordwood). This oven is not
designed to burn other fuels.

* Always refer to the HearthStone Owner’s Manual and the local authority having
jurisdiction in your area for the specific installation requirements for your product.

Oven Capacity ..............................3.2 sq. ft.
Clearance Back & Side .................8 inches *

Finish
Copper Powder Coat
& Stainless Steel

** Recommended maximum temperature.
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Accessories
Our full line of accessories provide tools and organization for
your outdoor kitchen and offer more culinary options for both
your patio oven and fire pit grill. Imagine the possibilities!

1. Pizza Peel

2. Ember Mover

3. Round Peel

Tool Set
Our tool set gives you the implements you will
need for tending the fire, baking and cleaning
your oven. Add the optional tool rack to your
Patio Oven base to keep everything organized.
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Free-Standing Base

Tool Rack

Place your patio oven on the optional freestanding base to extend your outdoor kitchen
without taking up valuable counter space.

Designed for the Patio Oven with organization
in mind, the tool rack attaches to the side of
the optional base.
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4. Brush

Apron
Keep clean while you cook in our
full-length apron. The wrinkleresistant denim-style fabric blends
performance with style.

Grill Kit
Our grill kit turns your oven into a
wood fired grill. Place hot coals in
the pan and grill on the elevated
rack. It’s perfect for meats, veggies
or any seasonal food. Pan, tongs
and rack included.

Rib Rack
For use with the patio ovens. The
rib rack allows air to flow around
all sides of your ribs to add flavor
and cook evenly. Stainless steel
construction. Drip pan included.

Infrared Thermometer
Drop some wood chips in and
add flavor with out a mess when
cooking with gas in the Patio Oven
5.8. Stainless steal construction.

Take the guess work out of
cooking. The infrared thermometer
gives you an accurate temperature
of the cooking surfaces or the food
you’re cooking.
Note: color may vary

Log Rack

Leather Safety Gloves

For use in the patio ovens. The log
rack allows air to flow under the
wood to keep the fire burning.
(Comes standard with the Patio
Oven 5.8)

Durable and dependable, our
leather safety gloves are thick and
protective, with a soft inner lining.
Useful for both the patio ovens and
fire pit grills.

Smoker Box

Rolling Table
Fabric Covers
Breathable fabric covers for each patio oven. The easy-off
chimney must be removed to use this cover. Use the cinch
cord and buckle straps at each corner to secure the cover
in place. The front vent is lined with mesh to allow airflow.
Comes in a fabric bag for easy storage.

This sturdy multi-purpose table can support any of our
counter top patio ovens while offering additional counter
space for outdoor food preparation. Convenience features
include industrial casters, side handles, tool hooks, a built-in
bottle opener, and a removable panel for concealing a gas
tank. Stainless steel and powder coat construction matches
the patio ovens.
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